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Plants have a complex innate immune system to perceive
and defend themselves against pathogens. Pattern-
recognition receptors (PRRs) on the plant cell surface recog-
nize pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and
activate immune signaling (Couto and Zipfel, 2016). PAMPs
are generally conserved in large groups of microbes, includ-
ing both pathogens and non-pathogens, and are therefore
also called microbe-associated molecular patterns. To suc-
cessfully infect a plant host, pathogens produce a mixture of
secreted proteins called effectors (Toru~no et al., 2016; He et
al., 2020). These effectors facilitate infection by suppressing
PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) or otherwise modifying host
physiology.

Effectors are extremely divergent in sequence and function
and can therefore be difficult to identify (He et al., 2020).
For filamentous pathogens such as oomycetes, several effec-
tors have previously been found by searching for secreted
proteins (Liu et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2015). In this issue of
Plant Physiology, Xu et al. (2021) identify and characterize
another effector, which they identified among 32 secreted
Phytophthora sojae-derived proteins from apoplastic fluid of
infected soybean (Glycine max). Since homologs of two of
these secreted P. sojae proteins were previously reported to
trigger immune-related cell death in multiple plant species,
the authors transiently expressed each of the 32 secreted
proteins in Nicotiana benthamiana leaves to screen for im-
mune activation. One of these proteins, an aldose-1-epimer-
ase enzyme that they named AEP1, consistently triggered a
strong cell death phenotype, making it an interesting candi-
date for further characterization of its involvement in infec-
tion and immunity.

The authors first investigated the role of AEP1 in the in-
fection process. Aldose-1-epimerase enzymes modify aldose

sugars such as glucose, converting the a-form into the b-
form, and the authors hypothesized that AEP1 could act on
apoplastic sugars to facilitate their uptake by the pathogen.
Although attempts to produce an aep1 single mutant using
CRISPR/Cas9 were unsuccessful, they were able to use RNA
interference to silence AEP1 together with its three paralogs
in P. sojae. The silenced lines grew more slowly than the
wild type on media containing glucose or other aldose sug-
ars, while growth on fructose (a ketose rather than an al-
dose) media was unaffected. When grown on a medium
containing fluorescently labeled glucose, the silenced lines
accumulated less fluorescence. These results suggest that
AEP1 facilitates aldose sugar uptake to the pathogen. The si-
lenced lines also showed reduced virulence in soybean seed-
lings, confirming the importance of AEP1 in planta during
infection. Consistent with this function, overexpression of
AEP1 in P. sojae led to increased glucose uptake and viru-
lence. Therefore, AEP1 plays a positive role in the ability of
P. sojae to infect its soybean host.

Xu et al. (2021) also studied in more detail how AEP1 acti-
vates immunity. In addition to cell death, they found that in
N. benthamiana AEP1 induces a reactive oxygen species (ROS)
burst and immune marker gene expression, which are charac-
teristic of PTI signaling (Xu et al., 2021). Similar immune
responses were also observed in other Solanaceous plant spe-
cies and in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), but not in soy-
bean. The immune activation was lost when the AEP1 signal
peptide was mutated to prevent the protein from localizing to
the apoplast. In addition, the immune response to AEP1
depends on BRI1-ASSOCIATED RECEPTOR KINASE 1 (BAK1),
an essential plasma-membrane localized co-receptor for several
PAMPs. Together, this evidence suggests that AEP1 in the apo-
plast is recognized by PRRs and triggers PTI.
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Typically, proteinaceous PAMPs are small peptide epitopes
within larger proteins, such as flg22 from bacterial flagellin
(Couto and Zipfel, 2016). Consistent with its recognition as
a PAMP, AEP1 triggers a ROS burst even when treated with
heat or detergent, suggesting that its immunogenicity does
not depend on its tertiary structure or enzyme activity (Xu
et al., 2021). To confirm that the enzyme activity is not re-
quired to elicit the immune response, the authors produced
a mutant AEP1E292D with amino acid substitutions in the
active site. Although AEP1E292D completely lost its catalytic
activity, it still triggered strong cell death in N. benthamiana.
AEP1 thus appears to contain an epitope that activates clas-
sical PTI. Based on the protein structure of a homologous
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) protein, the authors identi-
fied surface-exposed loops in AEP1, that may contain the
immunogenic epitope. Two mutant versions of the protein,
each lacking a different region of the protein, lost their abil-
ity to trigger cell death, indicating that multiple loops are re-
quired for recognition.

The authors also examined the conservation of AEP1
among plant pathogens. Interestingly, genes encoding puta-
tive apoplastic aldose-1-epimerases were identified in other
Phytophthora species, but not in other pathogenic oomy-
cetes, fungi, or bacteria. Further, most of the Phytophthora
AEP enzymes did not trigger cell death when expressed in
N. benthamiana. The immune response activation of AEP1 is
therefore less conserved than that of canonical PAMPs such
as flg22, for which the majority of bacteria in the b- and c-

proteobacteria phyla produce highly immunogenic peptides
(Cheng et al., 2021).

Given that diverse plant species can detect AEP1, it
would be interesting to determine how this detection
occurs. Most well-studied peptide PAMPs bind directly to
receptor-like kinases (RLKs), which then recruit BAK1 and
trigger downstream phosphorylation cascades. If AEP1 is
perceived through a similar mechanism, the identification
of RLKs homologs present in AEP1-responsive Solanaceae
species and in Arabidopsis, but absent in soybean may
help reveal the receptor. Identification of the AEP1 receptor
would add insight into the coevolution of plant immune
receptors with pathogen effectors. Once identified, the re-
ceptor could also be expressed in soybean to determine
whether detection of AEP1 is sufficient to confer resistance
to P. sojae.

In summary, Xu et al. (2021) show that P. sojae secretes
the enzyme AEP1 into the apoplast, where it plays a positive
role in pathogen growth (Figure 1). AEP1 can thus be con-
sidered an effector, although its role in P. sojae growth is
not specific to in planta conditions. At the same time, epito-
pes within AEP1 and a few other AEPs are recognized as
PAMPs in diverse plant species (Figure 1). These results sug-
gest that plants can perceive PAMPs from specific groups of
pathogens, and that many PAMPs likely remain to be
characterized.

Conflict of interest statement. None declared.

Figure 1 Working model for the functions of AEP1 in infection and plant immunity. Phytophthora sojae secretes cell-wall degrading enzymes
(CWDEs) and AEP1 into the apoplast. AEP1 modifies apoplastic a-aldose sugars into the b-form, which can be taken up and used by
the oomycete. Many plant species contain a cognate PRR for AEP1, which binds to AEP1 and initiates PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) signaling
through BAK1. Modified from Xu et al. (2021).
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